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what dc plan members need
We shouldn’t blame members for the
ineffectiveness of education
by m a r t i n l e c l a i r

verybody likes money,
and everyone likes a
good story. This
should be welcome
news, considering the
alarming level of
financial ignorance
among DC plan
members and our obvious
inability to address and
engage a captive audience
in clear need of financial education.
Why are current education programs
so ineffective? It’s a design flaw. They’re
designed to reach a large and diverse
audience in a uniform manner. And
they’re often dramatically devoid of
creativity and delivered with questionable
passion. This amounts to an inexcusable
missed opportunity, considering the
mounting evidence pointing to a link
between financial education and plan
members’ ability to plan and save
successfully for retirement.
On a more fundamental note, the
whole economic model of plan education
is flawed. Plan education is offered only
as suggested by the CAP Guidelines and is
bundled with other services and offered
at no extra cost, with no obligation or
expectation for results. The scope of
education is limited by the risk of
litigation faced by both the plan provider
and sponsor. Simply put, this context
does not encourage actions that are in the
best interests of plan members.
The investment industry has turned to
product engineering in an attempt to
circumvent the education gap. Autoenrolment, auto-escalation and target
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knowledge can have—think reduced
it would seem on the surface. But in a
stress levels and increased productivity—
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on this nascent trend by re-engineering
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the education process in a significant way.
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effectiveness of TDFs. Through a
such as the retirement planning process.
mathematical demonstration, they argue
Programs’ success must be measurable,
that TDFs, in their current design, fail
and plan members must be able to
to deliver the pension promise DC plan
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knowledge. They should exploit the
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educational materials development.
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